
Quick Guide to

Adapters: These are generally much
cheaper options and great when starting
out and on a low budget. These are
used on interchangeable lens cameras

and can be mounted on existing lenses. Prices range
between $8 to $190 depending on the lens thread and
adapter. The downside with using these type of adapters is
that you may lose some camera functionality, such as auto-
focus, changing aperture settings, etc. Some of the adapters
available are:

Reverse Mount Adapters, Reverse Lens Ring,
Extension Tubes, Close-up Filter.

Focusing: Whenever possible use
Auto Focus (AF-S / One Shot) and for
moving subjects use Auto Focus
Continuous (AF-C / AI Servo) together

with a Drive Mode set to Low or High (CLorCH). Manual
Focus can be handy to fine-tune the focusing on static
objects but is more ideal when used in combination with a
tripod.

Shooting Mode: As a beginner
you may want to choose the
Macro mode setting usually found
in your Scene Modes if your

camera has one, otherwise, depending on the subject you
are shooting, choose either:

• Aperture Priority (Av or A): for static images with no
movement, such as product shots, flora etc.

• Manual (M): for more control over aperture and shutter
speed. Suitable for outdoor environments with
unpredictable conditions and subject matter.
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Gear

Focus

Settings

Lenses: Focal lengths for macro lenses range from 15mm to
200mm offering 1:1 magnification. These lenses generally
have a fast aperture and provide the best optical results but
come at a more expensive price depending on brand and the
focal length you choose. For a comfortable working distance,
the 90mm-105mm* focal range works well. This range is also
great for portrait shots.

*Based on a full-frame sensor
Shutter Speed: This will depend on what is being
photographed and the available light.

Moving Subjects (e.g. crawling, flying, windy) require fast
shutter speeds 1/250th-1/1000th (depending on the amount
of movement and light). This may also require a higher ISO
setting depending on the available light.

Fixed/Stationary Object (e.g. jewellery) choose a shutter
speed to obtain best exposure. Use a tripod if shutter
speed is <= 1/60 to avoid blurred images.

Aperture: Due to the 1:1 magnification and distance
between the lens and the object, the depth-of-field reduces
compared to say a regular 50mm lens. Therefore it is
necessary to use apertures around f8-f11 to achieve the
desired depth-of-field. Alternatively, you could also consider
focus stacking.*
* Images are captured at different focal points from the front to the back of the subject
then merged using editing software.

ISO: As in any type of photography, always aim for the
lowest ISO setting (50-200) to obtain clean, noise/grain-free
results. This is not always possible or may not be a concern.
It will all depend on your final output e.g. social media, print
etc. If a high ISO is unavoidable there are many editing
software programs that will help to correct and reduce the
visibility of the noise/grain.

Other Gear: Besides your camera, a tripod is a handy tool
that can help achieve sharper images & low ISO exposures.
When using a tripod, a macro rail is also useful for small &
precise movements. Flash and Ring lights also help in low
light scenarios and help maintain a fast shutter speed to
freeze any movement. A diffuser can also help soften the light
when using a flash.

What is Macro Photography?
Extreme close-up photography of tiny objects to create larger than life images.
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Conditions: The ideal
conditions for outdoor
macro photography are on
overcast days preferably

with no wind. The light is soft with low contrast which reduces
shadows and with no wind makes it easy for photographing
any outdoor subjects. In the cooler months, insects have a
tendency to move slower/less but are usually more abundant
as it starts getting warmer.

For indoor macro photography, the weather is not an issue.
Use a flash, ring lights, diffused lights, or natural light to
illuminate your subject to get the exposure you want.

Weather

Position: Look for different angles
to shoot. Many beginners will stand
at a particular angle (around 45

degrees) towards the subject. Look for different angles such
as looking straight down, directly from the side or from below
to create unique and interesting viewpoints. Make sure to pay
particular attention to the background as this can have a
great impact on the overall look of the image. A distracting
background can distract the viewer’s eye from the main
subject.

Angles

Get Creative: There are so
many ways to get creative with
macro photography. It is not

limited to insects or flora. There is a vast array of subject
matter that can be used to create amazing images. Many
images can be created in the comfort of your own home and
require little to no cost (other than the gear you already own)
to capture something different. Some subject ideas are;

• Flowers/Plants (Flora): These are great starting points
and let you hone your macro skills

• Bubbles: Really easy and cheap way to get colourful
macro shots

• Water Droplets: Use a spray bottle to place water
droplets on flowers. For more robust droplets try using
glycerine

• Food: Regular household fruit and vegetables make
amazing macro shots

• Glass: Place a sheet of glass in front of something
colourful (object, paper, etc). Spray the glass with water.
The droplets will reflect the colours behind the glass. You
could also use a textured piece of glass or clear acrylic

• Insects: Sometimes this can be difficult as they do not sit
still for long, but as long as you have patience you will
get some great results

• Feathers: Provide great textures and colours, and make
great macro images

Subject
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